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There are some people who have to look for food inside the garbage

bin because of poverty.

Adrià Berbel



In many cities there are some people who don’t have a house and

they can’t sleep in a warm place at night. They survive in streets by

eating food that they find in the litter. Those people are called

homeless.

Anabel Marín



Carles Fabregas



While a lot of families are

living in the streets, there

are a lot of empty houses

in the cities.

Cristina Abellan



Daniel Canalís



In this picture, we can see a poor man with a collecting bowl. In this

bowl I could see only some coins. I stood for about a quarter of an hour

in front of him. Only one woman stopped and gave him 5 cents.

Jordi Juárez



Still today we can find houses as these in our town in which there is

neither water nor light .

Mario Yañez



Poverty is a big problem in the world. In our cities there are a lot of people

who haven’t got anything to eat. They’re obliged to search in the garbage

for something to eat or to be sold for somemoney.

Marc Rosaura



Every day more people have to go to the rubbish bin to look for

something to help them to live. Have you ever been in this situation?

Take care, because you might be one of them in the future.

Marina Luna



Marta López



Miquel Serra



That’s what lots of people, even children eat in a day because of their

precarious economical situation and their country’s poverty.

Núria Isern



In Terrassa there are

immigrants.

Immigrants sell music,

fakes of famous brands,

etc. They need to earn

some money for their

families.

Ion Borfo

families.

This is illegal, but if they

didn't do so, they wouldn’t

have anything to eat.



Sandra Ortega



ALL I HAVE

I chose to do a drawing to

show this. Drawing hands

are simple but not typical

because they are signs of

dirt, old age and not beingdirt, old age and not being

cared for. These empty

hands symbolise

emptyness, poverty.

Sílvia Cabrera
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